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ABSTRACT: In this paper the design of proportional controller has been described for tracking the heading 
angle of vehicle. A linear “Bicycle dynamic model” that takes into accounts the slip angle and ground wheel 
interaction has been used. The heading angle is same as the steering of front wheel so actuator dynamics 
was included in this model. The actuator dynamics and vehicle transfer function loops were decoupled to 
minimise the error and maximise accuracy of the system. Speed of the vehicle was influenced by the change 
of heading angle due to change in steering angle and velocity of vehicle So in this paper whole system was 
simulate for different velocity and controller gain. The result of simulation for both the dynamic and 
kinematic model with actuator dynamics and without actuator dynamics has been compared by using 
Matlab-simulink. Mathematical expression for the vehicle and actuator dynamics has been explained clearly. 
From the result of simulation it is found that the desired heading angle of 20 degree can be achieved in 2 
seconds while the speed of vehicle is 4m/sec by tuning the controller effectively. A realistic mathematical 
model of the vehicle considering cornering stiffness was calculated by Hewson’s method.   

Keywords: Vehicle heading angle, proportional controller, kinematic model, dynamic model, cornering stiffness. 

NOMENCLATURE 

m : mass of the vehicle 
Iz : yaw moment of inertia of the vehicle 
δ : steering angle of the front wheel 
r : yaw rate of the vehicle 
θ : vehicle yaw angle measured with respect to theinertial global 
X-axis 
v : velocity of the vehicle 
Fyf : lateral tire force on the front wheel 
Fyr : lateral tire force on the rear wheel 
l : wheelbase 
lf : distance of front tire from vehicle CG 
lr : distance of rear tire from vehicle CG 
Cf : cornering stiffness of the front wheel 
Cr : cornering stiffness of the rear wheel 

I. INTRODUCTION 

An eloquent task in designing a controller for a ground 
vehicle is a challenge. In this paper the heading angle is 
controlled by a proportional controller with Kp 0.08 with 
2% of overshoot. The dawn of motor vehicle age 
occurred around 1769 when the French military 
engineer, Nicholas Joseph (1725-1804), built a wheel 
wheeled stream driver vehicle for the purpose of pulling 
artillery pieces [1, 2]. With higher speed the vehicle 
dynamics of the vehicle particularly turning and braking 
assumed greater importance as an engineering concern. 
A car with “over steering” the driver’s hand pushes 
towards greater steer angle [3]. This paper focused on 
rubber tire vehicle. The vehicle motion accomplished in 
accelerating, braking (deceleration), cornering and ride is 
a response of force imposed. 
On March 13, 2004 a gaggle of engineers congregated 
outside a California dive bar to watch 15 self driving cars 
in the first ever DARPA (Defence Advance Research 
Project Agency) grand challenge. The first big push 
towards an fully autonomous vehicle. 

 It bridges the gap between fundamental discourtesies 
and military uses. All the self driven vehicle was need to 
cross the 250 km (150 miles) in a limited time. No vehicle 
able to finished, in fact no vehicle able to finish 150km 
(7.3 miles) most vehicle died all together. Carnegie 
Mallon University’s self driving vehicle “Sandstorm” 
travelled the farthest distance, completed 11.78 km (7.32 
miles), it used pursuit algorithm based on geometric 
method of path follow. On October 28, 2005 second 
DARPA grand challenge was scheduled 23 self driven 
vehicles surpassed the 11.78 km distance completed by 
the best vehicle in 2004. Stanley vehicle completed the 
challenge in 6h: 54 min; vehicle passed through 3 narrow 
tunnels and negotiated more than 100 sharp left and 
right turns. This vehicle used a steering control law 
based on kinematic bicycle model. In 27 DARPA urban 
challenges “Boss” own the challenge in less than 5 hour 
to complete the 96 km urban race-course used predictive 
control strategy.    
This leads automotive dynamics engross the study of 
how and why the forces are generated. The ascendant 
forces acting on the system to control process are 
generated by the tire against the road. Understanding 
the vehicle dynamic can accomplished by the two levels, 
that is the empirical and analytical. The empirical 
understanding derives from trial and error method. This 
sometimes led to failure at some other value of controller 
gain. It might be noted analytical method also are not 
foolproof because they usually only approximate reality. 
In this study considering the mathematical modelling and 
system identification to determine the vehicle dynamic in 
section III. 
The vehicle is consisting of many components arranged 
in its exterior envelope. For example when brake the 
vehicle slow down so it can be presented as one lumped 
mass located at its centre of gravity (CG) with 
appropriate mass and inertia property.  

e
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It is often necessary to treat wheels as different lumped 
masses. The mass of the vehicle usually referred to as 
“sprung mass” whereas the mass of the running gear 
together with associated components referred as 
“unsprung mass”. In this paper consider two degree of 

freedom that is lateral motion y and heading angle θ. 
Take into account both the kinematic and dynamic 
model. Only front wheel of the vehicle is steerable, the 
dynamic analysis is based on “dynamic bicycle model” 
[4]. The vehicle is turning to the left shown in the Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 1. Steering length of high speed vehicle. 

 
                          Fig. 2. Dynamic bicycle model. 

Several types of control algorithm are available to control 
the system depended on mission purpose. The mission 
plan is consisting of navigation algorithm that determines 
heading angle based on steering of front wheel. Here the 
concern is controlling the heading angle of a vehicle to 
maintain its continuous movement. The problem is 
controlling the heading angle in real environment. The 
controller model simulated for 4 m/s, 10 m/s and 20 m/s. 
The system is decoupled into two loops and cascaded. 
The inner loop control the steering actuator while the 
outer loop is controlling the heading angle whereas the 
input is steering angle. When the vehicle’s velocity is 
very low, there is a condition between the inner wheel 
and outer wheel that allows them to turn slip-free, is 
called kinematic condition [5-7]. The condition is called 
“Ackerman” condition. If inner wheel of the vehicle with 
high velocity must actuate at a lower steer angle than the 
kinematic steering.  
The kinematic system response can be calculated simply 
by dividing velocity (V) by wheelbase (l). When the 
velocity of vehicle is very low there is no centrifugal. As 
the velocity increases centrifugal force act significantly 
and this leads to change the circular motion. As velocity 

increase the Kp value will be decreases. The change in 
Kp value is very small. Cornering stiffness is estimated 
on the basis of tyre basic parameter. Although it is 
difficult to get highly accurate as it is calculated on 
simple parameter value. But it provides a process for 
calculating the heading angle of vehicle somewhat it will 
be manageable. So in this work cornering stiffness was 
calculated by both vertical load and from basic tyre 
information. In this work a proportional controller has 
been implemented to control the vehicle heading angle 
when the input to this system is steering angle with 
actuator dynamic discussed in section III. The response 
of the dynamic model with over steered is simulated in 
Matlab-simulink [8] and compared with the kinematic 
model when vehicle is travelling at a rate of 4m/second. 

III. METHODOLOGIES OF VEHICLE DYNAMIC 

ANALYSIS OFSYSTEM 

A simple approximation of the lateral dynamics of land 
vehicle is that the “bicycle model” [7]. This approximation 
combines the results of the two front wheels and treats 
them as a one wheel. The bicycle model conjointly 
combines the 2 rear wheels and treats them as united 
wheel.  
The bicycle model considered in this study with two 
degree of freedom is shown in the Fig. 1. The two 

degree of freedom are vehicle yaw angle θ and vehicle 
lateral motion y. The vehicle lateral position is measured 
on the lateral axis of the vehicle and therefore the vehicle 
yaw angle is measured with relevance the world co-
ordinate axis. The lateral force at the tire-road interface 
depends on the slip angle. It is assumed that solely front 
wheel is manageable (steerable). 
 Lateral motion of the vehicle is described by 

        mv̇y=Fxf sinδ + Fyfcosδ + Fyr                              (1) 
The equation for the yaw motion is 

        Izṙ = lfFxf sinδ +lfFyf cosδ -lrFyr                                          (2) 

Considering δ to be very small, (1) and (2) can be written 
as 

                    may=  Fyf+ Fyr                                                           (3) 
                       Izṙ = lf Fyf-lrFyr                                                          (4) 

The velocity vector v can be written as 
                      V = vxi +vyj                                     (5) 

Where, i and j are the unit vector in x and y directions 
respectively, here vx and vy are the velocity vector in x 
and y direction respectively. The x-y coordinate system 
is fixed to the vehicle. The should be written as 

                       A = (v̇x –vyr)i+(v̇y+vxr)j                       (6) 
Substituting y-value of the equation (6) into (3), the 
lateral motion of the vehicle is described by 
             m(v̇y+vxr) = Fyf+ Fyr                                                             (7) 
Progressive revenues convince deviate in that how the 
lateral tire force of a tire is proportional to the slip-angle 
for very small slip-angles.  
The slip angle of a tire is outlined because the angle 
between the orientation of the tyre and also the 
orientation of the velocity vector of the wheel as shown in 
Fig. 3. 

 
 

Fig. 3. Tire slip angle. 
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The slip angle of front and rare wheels is 
                        af = δ-βf                 (8) 

                        ar = -βr                                                    (9) 

Where, βf and are βr    the angles that the velocity vectors 
of the front and rear wheels make with the y axis of the 
vehicle respectively. When a side-slip angle is negative, 
Fyf and Fyr act in the positive y-direction. For small slip 
angles, the lateral forces acting potent on the function 
(front) and service (rear) wheels can be written as  
                        Fyf = cfaf               (10) 
                        Fyr = crar                             (11) 

���� + ��	 + �
�� � �� + ��� + �	�	 − �
�
�� � � =  �	�  �12� 

���� + �	�	 − �
�
�� � �� +  �	�	� + �
�
�
�� � �  

= �	�	�                                                    �13� 

Now rearranging Eq. (14) and (15), the state space 
model can be written as 

����
� � =  − !"#!$%�& −�� − !"'"(!$'$%�&− !" '"(!$'$)*�& − !"'"+#!$'$+
)*�&

, -��� . +  !"%!"'")*
, �                (14) 

The transfer function is given by                /0
�1� = 2
31 + 2
�1� + 24561 + 56�                                 �15� 

Where as 2
3 =  !"'")*  289 2
� = !"!$'%)*�& 

2456 = �:�	�	� + �
�
�; + ��:�	 + �
;�����  

and              56� = !"!$'+
%)*�&+ − :!"'"(!$'$;)*  

The transfer function/0<�1� , which is the response of 
heading angle to steering angle, is obtained as               /0<�1� = 2
31 + 2
�1�1� + 24561 + 56��                             �16� 

A. Modelling of Steering Actuator 
In order to keep the vehicle heading angle, the steering 
wheels of the ground vehicle ought to follow the 
command signals received from the vehicle controller 
and prolong synchronization with the steering motor. 
Associate acceptable actuator mechanism model has to 
be established. Therefore, the transfer function model is 
springs analytically from the electrical and mechanical 
governing equations of the motor that is obtained from 
initial principles. To model the steering actuator, 
visualization as shown in Fig. 4, is taken into account. 
The governing equations supports on the Newton’s law 
combined with the Kirchhoff’s law. 

 
Fig. 4. Semantic diagram of steering actuator. 

The torque generated by the motor is T. The moment of 
inertia of the motor rotor is Jm. The angular 
displacements of the motor rotor and the load element 

are θm, and θ  respectively. The equation for torque 
equilibrium is given by; 

T
dt

d
b

dt

d
J =+

θθ
2

2

           

                           (17) 

and     
b

VV
dt

di
LRi −=+                               (18) 

Applying the Laplace transform to (17) and (18), the 
transfer function, that makes relation between the angle 
of rotation of the steering actuator, θ(s), to the input 
voltage, V(s), is obtained as 

         Gδθ�s�=














+++
b

K
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t
K
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             (19) 

A DC motor has taken with a 156:1 reduction gear ratio 
to control the heading angle. It is attached to the steering 
shaft by means of aspur gear with a reduction ratio of 
1.47. The standard rack and pinion steering system of 
the vehicle has a gear ration of 15.5. So the gearing ratio 
between the front wheel and steering shaft is 
156*1.47*15.5 = 3554.46. 

Table 1: Parameter of Steering Actuator. 

Parameter Value Unit 

Terminal Resistance (R) 0.317    Ohms 

Terminal Inductance (L) 0.0823 mH 
Torque constant (Kt) 30.2 mNm/A 

Speed constant 317 rpm/V 

Back emf constant (Kb) 0.0301 V/rad/sec 
Rotor inertia (J) 138 g.cm

2
 

Speed/torque gradient 3.33 rpm/mNm 

Nominal speed (N) 6930 Rpm 

Nominal torque 9 (T) 170 MNm 
Nominal voltage(V) 24 V 

By substituting the values from Table 1, in eq. (19) the 

transfer function  /0< is obtained as                           @AB = 
CDEF�D.DHHF # I.JKH�              (20) 

B. System Parameter Identification 
The dynamic bicycle model has some parameters that 
cannot be measureable directly. Although, by using 
some commonly available tools as a functional 
estimation can be done. So, the total mass of  the 
vehicle, the C.G. location and the moment of inertia were 
estimated by using the vehicle’s split mass, by using four 
aligning scales beneath each wheel. Sum of estimated 
mass of each wheel constitute the total mass of the 
vehicle and donated as 
                     M = mfl+ mfr+ mrl+ mrr                          (21) 

where, mfl, mfr, mrl, and mrr are the mass of the vehicle at 
front-left, front-right, rear-left and rear-right respectively. 
Front and rear wheels are together considered as one 
wheel at the middle point of the axle respectively. The 
front wheel mass, mf, and the rear wheel mass, mr, are 
given by 
                  mf  = mfl + mfrandmr= mrl+ mrr                            (22) 

From this and a measurement of the wheel base l, the 
location of the vehicle’s C.G., described by distances lf 
and lr from the front and rear axles along the centre line 
is obtained as 

                   lf = l(1 - 
%"% )    and     lr= l(1 - 

%$% )              (23) 

Moment of inertia of vehicle is estimated by considering 
the vehicle as two point masses connected by a mass 
less rod. The moment of inertia for the vehicle is given by 
                   Iz = mflf

2
  +mrlr

2
                           (24) 
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The model transfer function depends on both physical 
and dynamic parameters. Vehicle parameters are listed 
below in Table 2. 
By substituting the values from Table 2 in eq. (18) model 

transfer function @AB is obtained by using over steered 
cornering stiffness parameter. 

                           @AB�F�= ECE.EELF#IMJI.LNF�FE#JCJ.MLF#CKKL.KM�             (25) 

Table 2: Vehicle Parameters. 

IV. CONTROLLER FOR DESIRED HEADING ANGLE 

Take into account a closed-loop negative feedback 
system for tracing the yaw angle as shown in Fig. 4. For 
this model the actual heading angle of the vehicle is the 
output. Input to the vehicle is steering angle depends on 
the desired heading angle for the required velocity of the 
vehicle. To steering the front wheel 20 degree, the front 
wheel takes time around 3 second and the vehicle 
heading angle response is as sane as steering response, 
so the steering actuator model has been included in this 
study. The controller designed for this system is 
dissociated into two loops [9]. The inner loop controller, 
controls the desired and current rotation of the steering 
motor. The outer loop controller reduces the error 
between the desired and actual heading angles of the 
vehicle. 

 
Fig. 5. Negative feedback system for desired heading 

angle with actuator. 

A. Proportional controller 
Consider the proportional heading angle controller 

Hθ
δ = Kp 

The maximum requirement of 2% over shoot results 
damping ratio ζ to be 0.6, with settling the time of 2s. 
The characteristic equation of vehicle is 

S
3
+131.87s

2
+3899.907s+9819.75Kp = 0 

To understand the system response  and to reduce the 
settling time the heading angle tracing response has 
been simulated by using Matlab-simulink considering 
without actuator dynamics and with actuator dynamics 
and found that Kp value 0.8 has satisfied the 
requirement. 

 

 

 

V. KINEMATIC MODEL VEHICLE 

The wheel kinematic constraints are moves on a 
horizontal plane, point contact on wheel, wheel not 
deformed, no slip, skid and no friction around the point 
contact.  
The velocity of vehicle is very low V≅0. Centrifugal force 
does not act on the vehicle, lateral forces are not needed 
and no side slip angle is produced as the both front and 
rear wheels are travelling in heading direction and make 
a circular motion. Then the yaw rate is given by 

                       rs= 
OP δ                             (26) 

The actual steering angle of the front right and front left 

is not δand little smaller for front left and larger for front 
right wheel. 
                     δ<<1                                (27) 

So,δ can be neglected as it is, too smaller for front of the 
left wheel. The velocity of vehicle increases centrifugal 
force act significantly and centrifugal force act at the 
vehicle centre of gravity as shown in Fig. 6. So it is 
cleared that centrifugal force changes with speed which 
results side-slip angle to change, which is turn change 
the circular motion. 

VI. ESTIMATING CORNERING STIFFNESS FROM 
BASIC TIRE INFORMATION 

A tyre is orientated at an angle not equal to its direction 
of motion, a side force acts perpendicular to the plane of 
the wheel. The relation is nearly linear for small slip 
angles. The relationship that defines side force as a 
function of slip angle makes use of the tire cornering 
stiffness. The sidewalls are assumed to be negligibly stiff 
in the lateral direction, and hence their influence on the 
lateral dynamics of the tyre will be ignored. The resulting 
model is estimated to yield cornering stiffness values 
within about 30 percent of the actual measured values. 
Inevitable information  such as wheel radius, tyre width, 
aspect ratio ( which is ratio of tyre section height to tyre 
width) load index, type of tyre construction, maximum 
allowed inflation pressure on the tyre side walls need to 
provided by the tire manufacturer. The cornering 
stiffness can be calculated by using a mathematical tire 
model, which is by using basic tire information [10]. The 
final expression proposed by Hewson to calculate 
cornering stiffness Ca is 

                         Ca = 
QRSTU

P[�π�
W#XY�(P]                                    (28) 

                    L= 2(rw+wa)sin[cos
-1

(1- 
[XY
W#XY�]          (29) 

Where E is the belt compression modulus, b is the tire 
belt thickness, rwis the wheel radius, w is the belt width, a 
is the tire aspect ratio (tire section height/tire section 
width), L is the contact patch length and s is the unitized 
percent of sidewall vertical deflection when loaded. The 
parameters of tyre are listed in Table 3. 

Table 3: Parameter of Tire. 

 

 

 

Parameter Value Unit 

Mass of front-left wheel (mfl)  158 Kg 

Mass of front-right wheel (mfr) 137 Kg 

Mass of rare-left wheel (mrl) 360 Kg 

Mass of rare-right wheel (mrr) 269 Kg 

Mass of vehicle (m) 924 Kg 

Wheel base (l) 1.93 M 

Location of CG from front axle (lf) 1.31 M 

Location of CG from rare axle (lr) 0.62 M 

Moment of inertia (Iz) 748 Kg.m2 

Parameter Value Unit 

Tire  aspect  ratio (a) 0.5 - 

Tire  belt  thickness (b) 0.015 m 

Belt compression modulus(E) 27e6 N/m
2
 

Wheel radius(rw) 0.254 m 

Unitized percent of sidewall vertical 
deflection when loaded(s) 

15% - 

Belt width(w) 0.205 m 
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By using values of the tire parameters from Table 3 in 
eqn (28) and (29), the tire cornering stiffness is acquired 
as 132600 N/rad. As we are considering all four tires 
have same specification, in paper so the front and rare 
tires will have same value. 

Table 4: Cornering Stiffness of Tire. 

 
The predicted data for the cornering stiffness of the 
wheel from Hewson’s method are presented in Table  4. 
It is convectional to neglect the shear force when the 
length to width ratio increases 5:1 because with such a 
ratio error introduce is less than 5percent. 

VII. RESULTS 

The control system has been tested for tracing a step 
input of 20 degree heading angle with 1 maximum over 
shoot and a settling time less than 2 second. The 
longitudinal speed of the vehicle has been retaining a 
constant value of 4 m/second.  
Here dynamic model is compared with the kinematic 
model. The damping ratio ζ is less than 0.6 where as 
setting time is 2 second. The yaw angle response has be 
simulated in Matlab-simulink for both the dynamic and 
kinematic model. Several experiments have been done 
in Matlab-simulink, to check the proportional controller 
gain (Kp) and it was found to be 0.8 without any 
overshoot when the vehicle is travelling with a constant 
speed of 4m/second. Simulation result has been shown 
in below Fig. 6. 
For actuator dynamics, added a saturation block to limit 
the voltage -20 to +20 for the purpose of simulation. For 
a desired heading angle of 20 degree, the highest input 
steering angle was found to be 25 degree, which is 
within the steering limit of 35 degree. In this paper 
simulation has been done for different values of 
proportional controller gain (Kp). 

 

Fig. 6. Comparison of with actuator and without actuator 
for heading angle response with Kp= 0.8. 

 
 
From the simulated result it is cleared that the error 
between the desired and simulated result is 1.8 and 0.8 

without actuator dynamics and with actuator dynamics 
respectively. So it is found from this the vehicle is in 
good condition when the actuator dynamics is added. 
From the steering angle simulated result that is Fig. 7, for 
heading angle of 20 degree the steering angle for over 
steered without actuator and kinematic model without 
actuator is 15.9 and 16 degree respectively. Whereas, in 
case of over steered with actuator and kinematic model 
with actuator is 8.5 and 9 degree respectively. So without 
actuator dynamics practically it is unrealizable. 
From the steering angle simulation result for Kp=0.8, it is 
cleared that there is sudden rise in steering angle when 
actuator model is not considered which is practically not 
possible. The steering angle reaches 16 degree without 
actuator. From this simulation result it is concluded that 
when velocity increase the proportional controller gain 
decreases.  
 

 

Fig. 7. Comparison of with actuator and without actuator 
for step response of steering actuator for 20 degree 

heading angle with Kp= 0.8. 

 

Fig. 8. Comparison of with actuator and without actuator 
for heading angle response for Kp=0.1 with velocity 

10m/sec. 

The velocity of vehicle increased to 10m/s, the controller 
gain decrease to 0.1. For the heading angle of 20 degree 
steering angle is found to be 1.8 degree for dynamic 
model with actuator and without actuator respectively.  
Whereas for same heading angle of 20 degree the 
steering angle is found to be 1.98 and 2 degree for 
kinematic model with actuator and without actuator 
respectively. So it is found that from simulation results 
when velocity increases steering angle decreases. 

Estimated 
method 

Cornering 
stiffness 

Value 
(N/rad) 

Under 
steer 
Co-efficient 

From  vertical 
load 

Front tire CfN 50000 Kus=0 
(NS) Rare tire CrN 106100 

Hewson 
method 

Front tire CfO 132600 Kus<0 
(OS) Rare tireCrO 132600 
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Fig. 9. Comparison of with actuator and without actuator 
for step response of steering actuator for 20 degree 
heading angle with Kp=0.1 with velocity 10m/sec. 

Steering angle decreases with increase in velocity. When 
vehicle is moving with very high speed that is 10m/sec 
1.8 degree of steering, heading angle reaches up to 20 
degree which is within the steering limit.  

 

Fig.10. Comparison of with actuator and without actuator 
for heading angle response for Kp=0.08 with velocity 
20m/sec. 

When the vehicle is travelling with a velocity of 20m/s the 
controller gain again decreases to 0.08. With a steering 
angle of 0.5 heading angle reaches up to 20 degree. 
Whereas for kinematic model steering angle of 2 degree 
heading angle reaches up to 2 degree. 

 

Fig. 11. Comparison of with actuator and without 
actuator for step response of steering actuator for 20 
degree heading angle with Kp=0.08 with velocity 
20m/sec. 

 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, the design, analysis and turning of 
controller considering the “dynamic bicycle model”. The 
design parameter has also been studied by 
mathematical analysis with simulated in Matlab-simulink. 
The vehicle controller is dissociated into two loops, the 
internal loop controller, controls the inaccuracy between 
the desired and current rotation of steering actuator and 
the input to this loop is a function of steering angle that is 
calculated based on the error in heading angle of the 
vehicle. The exterior loop of the controller reduces the 
inaccuracy between the desired and actual heading 
angle. The time taken to steer the front wheel to reach 
20 degree is around 3second and same as response 
time of the heading angle which is in the steering limit of 
30 degree, the steering actuator has been included in 
this experiment.  
When the velocity of the vehicle is 4m/sec to reach 
20degree heading angle it takes 2seconds with steady 
state error that is less than 5%.When controller gain 
increases there is a sudden rise in the steering angle. 
And 20 degree of steering angle produces 20 degree of 
heading angle which is not possible in practically, so 
actuator dynamics is need for vehicle dynamics. In this 
work dynamic model and kinematic model was 
compared. When the velocity of vehicle is very slow in 
that condition, kinematic condition arises. The whole 
mathematical analysis of dynamic model, that is 
converting the forces and the inertia equation of bicycle 
model to state space and then state space to transfer 
function of heading angle to steering angle that is /0<�1�can be replaced by kinematic model, simply by 
replacing the transfer function block by  “V/L”. From the 
simulated result it is concluded that when vehicle is 
moving with very high speed, with very low steering 
angle the heading angle of vehicle reaches up to 20 
degree. In kinematic model settling time is more than the 
dynamic model. However, these analyses in a kinematic 
model settling in time are inspiring us to follow in near 
future with the help of various optimization techniques for 
reducing the error and improve the vehicle consistency. 
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